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Question: 122

CORRECT TEXT

What are the four stages of decommissioning?

Answer: When a fixed asset reaches the end of its life, it requires decommissioning before reconditioning or disposal.

Decommissioning is to observe all the safety measures and technical procedures and stop active machinery or an asset
from operation (example gas plan, generator, transformer etc. Decommissioning process include the following aspect

1) Preparation: Plan the process

2) Dismantle: Take the asset apart and remove hazardous waste

3) Processing: make safe any hazardous waste

4) Disposal: Ensure paper work is received to confirm removal and disposal

Refer to the question column for response

Question: 123

CORRECT TEXT

What is needed for a contract to be binding?

Answer: A contract is written or verbal agreement, made between two or more parties that is legally enforceable. For a
contract to be legally binding it must include intention of parties entering into the contracts. All parties must have the
capacity to contract or be contracted. They must be of a sound mind, there should be a promise (offer) for performance
from the other party and an exchange (consideration) of one thing for another within an agreement for contract to be
binding, and there must be an acceptance of the offeror’s offer by the offeree.

Question: 124

CORRECT TEXT

What is CSR policy?

Answer: Corporate Social responsibility (CSR) policies state how organizations aim to contribute towards the
community and how an organization portrays itself towards social impacts.

Question: 125



CORRECT TEXT

Describe four factors that could damage reputation within the supply chair

Answer: The reputation of all the organizations within a supply chain is linked. A Company’s reputation is an
intangible asset that can contribute to the failure of an organization if damaged. Factors that could damage
organizational reputation within the supply chain are; 1. Quality: if the product or service quality is poor the
organization may not satisfy it customers and this can lead to a loss of reputation in the market. For example, a
residential building construction company contracting a supplier that would do a bad job which in three months may
require home owners to reinstall new doors.

Question: 126

CORRECT TEXT

Describe three ways in which a buyer could or test the market in other to assist with determining a need.

Answer: Once the need has been understood, defined, justified and authorized, the next stages are to analyze and test
the market. Analyzing and testing the market includes looking at the following

Question: 127

CORRECT TEXT

Create two KPIs and two SLAs for a contract with which you are familiar.

Answer: Key performance Indicators (KPIs) and service level Agreement (SLA) are measures that demon-strate the
effectiveness of a supplier. By using KPIs and SLAs as part of suppliers management, procurement professionals can
monitor and evaluate performance and identify areas that need attention or improvement. KPIs and SLAs are used for
product and service contract respectively.

Two KPI

1) Number of defects: Not more than two defects is allowed on the generator and its accessories

2) Supplier Lead Time: Delivery after placing order should not be anytime longer than 14 days.

Two SLAs

1) The toilet should be washed with soap, and deodorant should be sprayed twice a day

2) Bathroom and toilet should not be allowed to smell out to the passage. Bathroom smelling out to the passage twice a
month is a violation of the contract.

Question: 128

CORRECT TEXT



Explain with examples three differences between offers and invitation to treat.

Answer: An offer is created when one party communicates to another or to multiple parties that they wish to enter into
a legal binding agreement in accordance with the terms stated, for example; a company in promotion advertising for
buyers to buy one and get one free, an offer is a buying organization communicating to a supplier to supply X number
of goods and be paid x amount upon delivery at company premises, an offer is when a football club proposes to pay X
amount to a player if agrees to play for them for a month. An offer can be legally banded if accepted, whereas
invitation to treat does not. An invitation to treat is just an invitation from one party to another to begin negotiations
with the intention of creating an offer. If an offer is made without stating terms, this becomes an invitation to treat, for
example, an invitation to treat is when a pharmacy displays a drug in its shelf. An invitation to treat can be linked to a
request a buyer send to suppliers asking them for specific information.

Refer to the question column for response

Question: 129

CORRECT TEXT

What are the eight elements of whole life asset management?

Answer: Whole life asset management is the process of evaluating the total price and all associated costs of a product
to make an informed decision as to which option will provide the organization with the best value for money option:
To achieve this the organization works at the following eight elements.

Question: 130

CORRECT TEXT

Describe three ways in which a buyer could or test the market in other to assist with determining a need.

Answer: Once the need has been understood, defined, justified and authorized, the next stages are to analyze and test
the market. Analyzing and testing the market includes looking at the following

Question: 131

CORRECT TEXT

Research the ethical standard or accreditation of an industry with which you are familiar.

Answer: If a supplier is accredited or is a member of an association that promotes good ethical conduct, a statement to
this effect is likely to be featured on its company documentation. This could be in a form of letters after the
organization name or the authorized use of logo. Accreditation information should be verified by procurement
professionals either asking organiza-tion for certification to prove membership or accreditation or checking on a
professional register.

Below are associated bodies that form some industries.



Question: 132

What Incoterm applies here?

The goods are considered ‘delivered’ at the point of release from the supplier’s premises or another name place. The
supplier is not responsible for loading or transporting the goods and does not have to arrange export clearance C this
must be arranged by the buyer. The risk is on the buyer from this point.

a) EXW C Ex Works

b) FCA C Free Career

c) CPT C Carriage Paid To

d) CIP C Carriage and Insurance Paid to
A. EXW C Ex Works
B. FCA C Free Career
C. CPT C Carriage Paid To
D. CIP C Carriage and Insurance Paid to

Answer: A

Question: 133

CORRECT TEXT

Describe five types of contract terms that a procurement professional should create with a supplier when forming an
agreement.

Answer: Terms are the right and duties agreed which are then documented in a contract. Five types of con-tract terms
that a procurement professional should create with a supplier when forming an agree-ment includes;

Price term is when the buying organization wants to protect its budged and spending, it include price terms in the
contract, for the buyer to buy goods or services in response to a need they some-time enshrine a bespoke specification
in the contract.

Payment Term is to specify when and how the buyer will pay the supplier. The buyer may include a payment term in
the contract.

Warrantee is when the buyer requires a promise from the supplier that the product or service will meet the specified
need in the contract.

Time is of the essence term is included in the contract to detail when a product or service should be delivered and
explains the potential losses of business if time is not observed.

Question: 134

CORRECT TEXT

Using the case study about Toyata, which type of benchmarking Tada has used when comparing the Toyata with



Porsche?

Answer: Benchmarking is the process of comparing a function, process or performance with another which is best-in-
class. Benchmarking is either internal or external. External benchmarking has three types;

1) Competition benchmarking,

2) Functional

3) Generic

Company Toyota with the Porsche a competition in the same industry and by suggesting that drives will find the cars
performances comparable with that of Porsche Cayman sports car, suggest think it is an external competitive
benchmark.

Refer to the question column for response

Question: 135

CORRECT TEXT

What are five recognized types of modern slavery?

Answer: Modern slavery is against ethical and responsible sourcing. Modern slavery is one of the areas to understudy
for procurement professionals to carry out ethical and responsible sourcing and this is recognized in five ways.

Question: 136

CORRECT TEXT

Explain why it is deemed better to use Sea freight rather than air

Answer: It would be rare to find a supplier who does not emit any form of pollution. However, part of ethical and
responsible sourcing is to make effort to reduce impact of population on the planets. Pollution can be factory emission,
Noise, smell, Transportation Development, waste disposal. Transportation is a major cause of pollution. The carbon
dioxide emitted from vehicles contributes greatly to air contamination. Yet it is better to use sea freight rather than air
because it has a smaller impact on the environment.

Question: 137

CORRECT TEXT

Research the ethical standard or accreditations of an industry with which you are familiar

Answer: If a supplier is accredited or is a member of an association that promotes good ethical conduct, a statement to
this effect is likely to be featured on its company documentation. This could be in a form of letters after the



organization name or the authorized use of logo. Accreditation information should be verified by procurement
professionals either asking organiza-tion for certification to prove membership or accreditation or checking on a
professional register.

Below are associated bodies that form some industries.
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